Secure your digital workforce with Windows 11 Enterprise and Microsoft Intune

A Windows 11 study found a projected ROI range of up to 394 percent over three years.1

PLAN

Give your digital workers a more robust hardware baseline.

86 percent of security leaders agree that outdated PC hardware leaves organizations more vulnerable.2

- Hardware Root of Trust that ensures modern Windows 11 devices boot securely
- The visibility you need into device and app compatibility with Intune.

DEPLOY

Use the cloud and automation to save time and protect endpoints.

Device deployment and provisioning using Windows Autopilot, including document migration, saves several hours per device implementation.3

- Automated upgrades with Windows Update for Business deployment service.
- Serverless, Zero Trust-ready cloud print with Universal Print.
- Zero-touch deployment with Windows Autopilot and Intune.

SECURE

Get on-by-default security that complies with Zero Trust requirements.

“They have added robust network and system security control sets and safeguards that would at least prevent a large number of viruses and malware that we see.” 1

- Application Guard keeps business data protected and private.
- On-by-default operating system security controls.
- Set risk-based Conditional Access and app-based conditions with Intune.

MANAGE

Build endpoint compliance with modern servicing of Windows devices.

“Its simplicity is what makes it so great.” 4

- Automated quality-update management with Windows Autopatch.
- Endpoint servicing, including expedited security updates, with Windows Update for Business deployment service.

SUPPORT

Power exceptional Windows experiences.

“It was a simple upgrade, a smooth and unintrusive process.” 5

- Automated, proactive remediation in a single endpoint management solution.
- Increased operational efficiency with up to 90 percent fewer support and helpdesk requests in year three.1

FOOTNOTES

4. Autopatch customer advisory group.

Learn more at windows.com/enterprise